Work Smarter, Test Faster. Create Better Software.

Streamline Software Testing in Agile and DevOps Environments

Test Management | Test Automation | Exploratory Testing | Test Analytics | BDD and DevOps

START A FREE TRIAL — VISIT QASYMPHONY.COM
A Strategic Approach to Quality

QASymphony accelerates digital transformation with software testing solutions that help enterprises prioritize quality, develop more reliable software and increase speed to market.

Ensure End-to-End Quality
Unify and organize testing efforts across your organization.

Enable Continuous Delivery
Integrate testing with developer tools through continuous integration and delivery.

Drive Digital Transformation
Seamlessly integrate testing into agile and DevOps work flows.

Enhance Visibility
Gain insights that help you improve application quality.

Automate More
Centralize and scale your team’s automation strategies.

Reduce Time to Market
Shift testing left to release higher quality software, faster.
Powerful and Easy-to-Use Test Management

Test Smarter with a solution that supports all the latest processes and methodologies like Agile, DevOps, BDD and more.

Test Faster with a solution that’s easy to use, integrates in real-time with Jira, Rally and VersionOne and helps testing keep up with the pace of development.

Test at Scale with the functionality, flexibility, reporting and security to support the largest enterprise.

Test at Scale with the functionality, flexibility, reporting and security to support the largest enterprise.

INTEGRATED WITH THE MOST POPULAR ALMS AND DEVELOPMENT TOOLS

- Jira Software
- Bamboo
- TRICENTIS
- cucumber
- Se
- Jenkins

START A FREE TRIAL — VISIT QASYMPHONY.COM
Centralized Test Automation and Machine Management

In a development world moving at the speed of DevOps, qTest Launch provides a scalable test automation strategy and a central location for kicking off automated tests and tracking results.

Scale Test Automation
By centralizing automated test execution, qTest Launch enables enterprises to scale test automation from hundreds to thousands of test runs across different test machines.

Increase Automation Coverage
With qTest Launch, QA teams can centrally configure automated testing across open source, commercial and custom-built automation solutions all connected to ALM tools like Jira Software.

qTest Insights
Actionable, Real-time Test Metrics
Say goodbye to poor software testing metrics and reporting frustrations with qTest Insights – a self-service business intelligence tool cross project testing.

Enterprise Dashboard Reporting
Having a common set of reports across your test teams can be a challenge. Remove the headache of having multiple reports in various locations with qTest Insights shared dashboards.

Visualize Application Health
qTest Insights gives you the ability to build any kind of report you want, exactly the way you want it through engaging heat maps, interactive charts, and drill down reports.

qTest Scenario
Enterprise BDD for Jira
qTest Scenario is Jira add-on for enterprise teams practicing Behavior-Driven Development that facilitating test scenario creation and ensuring feature traceability to Jira issues.

Supercharged BDD Collaboration in Jira
With qTest Scenario’s autocomplete, BDD teams can better reuse previously implemented Cucumber steps or outlines to streamline feature and scenario creation.

Source Code Traceability
qTest Scenario directly stores all feature files into private Git repositories like GitHub, GitLab and Bitbucket to standardize feature files and scenario steps as code.
Hear From Some of Our Satisfied Customers

I like that you can easily import Jira requirements into qTest and submit defects from test runs directly to Jira. That's a big time saver.

Adam Wollacott  
QA Lead at CloudLock, a Cisco Company

We were able to quickly migrate all our test cases from HP Quality Center to qTest and get the team up-and-running in just a few weeks. The implementation process was excellent.

Radka Iordanova  
Director, E-Commerce  
Office Depot, Inc.

qTest made it extremely easy to get off HP QC. When we make a change in Jira, I see that change in qTest a second later. That real-time sync is huge for us.

Jerry Loch  
Director of Software Quality Assurance at Vonage

HP Quality Center Slowing You Down?

Learn how QASymphony can migrate your existing HP Quality Center data to qTest — the #1 Agile testing solution for the enterprise.
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